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SpotterRF has Grown into Spotter Global.

Rapid expansion has necessitated a new name for SpotterRF which aligns with expanded goals and
offerings of the company.

OREM, Utah, March 22, 2022.  SpotterRF, commonly known as Spotter, has grown into a world-wide
company in record time. During that growth, the company has addressed an increasingly global
audience in its efforts to fulfill its mission of “Preventing harm and protecting all people”. Combined
with its expanded product line and incorporation of other technologies it has become Spotter Global.

Since its founding, Spotter Global has primarily focused on radio frequency (RF) radar hardware
solutions. Over the past decade, Spotter Global has added a tremendous amount of hardware and
software technologies that include advanced warning and response through automated alarms, GPS
location of potential intruders, and cutting-edge Artificial Intelligence (AI) capabilities. The company
also partners with other large third-party manufacturers of cameras and security equipment to enable
deep integration of their products for a total security solution. Brad Solomon, Vice President of Global
Business Development at Spotter Global, said, “Better solutions exist when radar and AI software are
paired with other technologies like a PTZ camera, fence sensor, or RF drone sniffer.”

In conjunction with this growth, Spotter Global is providing additional site optimization tools this year
that focus on alarm control and enterprise system status monitoring to minimize downtime. Spotter
Global is also launching new radar hardware and software versions in 2022 that will increase
reliability and durability beyond any current market standard in the radar security industry in the
world. This unprecedented reliability will be backed up by a guaranteed extended length warranty for
all security systems.

“Spotter Global is committed to providing our customers with the highest quality security and
maintenance-free solutions to protect their critical infrastructure and property, anywhere on the
globe,” asserts Spotter Global CEO Frank Christophersen.

Spotter Global History
SpotterRF, now Spotter Global, was founded in 2009 to develop and manufacture compact
surveillance radar to protect Special Forces deployed around the world from harm. In 2013,
SpotterRF stepped in to fill the need for an innovative and user-friendly commercial security radar to
protect critical infrastructure. Since that time, Spotter Global has expanded its offering to include
models and form factors that cover areas ranging from one acre to 380 acres and verticals that go far
beyond critical infrastructure. This allows the company to ensure its mission of Harm Prevented.



Spotter Global innovates, designs, manufactures, and supports ground and aerial Compact
Surveillance Radar in the United States at our HQ in Orem, UT. Additionally, our software is built from
the ground-up by dedicated personnel that ensures the highest quality and concern for customer
security. We are proud to operate, manufacture, design, and assemble our products here in the USA.
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